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This has been a hard year for child advocates
As I talk to people, I would say the mood ranges
from discomaged paralysis to sky-is-falling panic
You know the patticulars. Every other story in the
newspapers seems to be about "false memory syn
drome " High-ranking academics seem to be sound
ing off all over about the unreliability of children's

memory Therapists at·e being successfully
sued for believing that children or adults
were sexually abused. Convictions inhigWy
publicized child molestation cases at·e being
overturned. Legislation is being introduced
to regulate what therapists do Law enforce
ment officials seem to be returning to "Joe
Friday..··style interviewing when crimes in
volve children.. Themandated reporting sys
tem is under attack The US House of
Representatives wants to eliminate the Child
Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act, and
with it the National Center on Child Abuse
and Neglect and immunity from liability for
professionals who report child abuse The

overall lesson is clear: we are no longer in a golden

This issue ofTheAPSACAdvisor featmes two
atticles derived from plenaty addresses given at
APSAC's Third National Colloquium in Tucson,
Arizona Both of these addresses pertain to what
many have taken to calling "the backlash": the
CUIrent wave of attacks on such i.ssues as children's
credibility, adults' "recovered memories," and the
skill and even motives of the professionals who
work in this field

David Finkelhor, PhD, takes the long view
(i e, "the sociological perspective") on this phe
nomenon, and draws conclusions more hopeful
than those of many professionals who at·e in the
thick of battle, whose own work or that of col
leagues is being decried and even dismantled,

"The backlash" is also addressed, less directly,
in the article beginning on p..3, «The 'abuse excuse':
Limits of the child abuse defense." The watning in
this atticle (fr·om the plenaty session by Jacquelyn
Campbell, RN, PhD, Jon R Conte, PhD, and John
E B .Myers, JD), is that the blanket use ofthe "abuse

era of relatively easy sledding on child welfat·e
issues,

But I do not find myself as alarmed as most of
my colleagues !tmay be that I am an "ivory tower"
type, and just out of touch with the reality of the
trenches. But I think some of my optimism comes
from my training as a sociologist I see the phase we
ate in now as a predictable development in the
course of work on social problems, From a socio
logical perspective, CUIrent events in this field ar'e
less discoUI'aging, This is a skirmish, not a Water
loo Since there seems to be very little to cheer
people up these days, I want to try to shate this
perspective with you to see if I can't rekindle a little
bit of hope.

The sociological perspective

The sociological perspective trains you to take
the news of the day with a gIain of salt and to look
for deeper social structures and social forces, News
stories and a focus on CUIrent events do not neces
satily give you a very accurate perception ofwhat is
going on in a society, who is calling the shots, who
is on the side ofhistory Honor stories about alleged
malpractice or venality among child abuse profes
sionals, although they seem to be the headline du
jour, are not the whole story

continued on next page

excuse" to waiveresponsibility for criminal acts can
help fuel a backlash against professional practice
that most Americans don't approve

Cleatly, "the backlash" is much on the mind of
APSAC's leaders APSAC's members have repeat
edly asked us to "do something" about the mounting
attacks they see in the media, As the only interdis
ciplinaty professional society in the nation founded
to address the problems caused by child abuse, we
are the obvious source for comment, clarification,
and rebumal when professional practice in this field
is the su~ject of media coverage,

As members know, we have often taken strong
public stands against inaccurate, high-profile me
dia events Our shatply critical response to the
Frederick Crews atticles, "Revenge of the Re
pressed," was prominently published in the New
York Review ofBooks in Januaty (and is reprinted
in V.8, n1 of The APSAC Advisor) Our press
release about "Indictment," the HBO movie which

continued on page 22
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continued on page 18

minister to families and children, directly and indi
rectly These occupations now comprise a large part
of a service sector of our economy that did not exist
a generation ago The Bureau of labor Statistics
estimates that 35 million people have contact with
children as part of their occupational activities.
including professionals in education, health care,
law enforcement and public welfare. Of those, at
least 8 million have children as their primary occu
pational responsibility America has 2.7 million
teachers, 16 million day care workers, 438,000
social wOlkers, 382,000 mental health profession-
als, 89,000 guidance counselors, and 38,000 physi
cians with a majorpractice involving children, Even
in law enforcement, 329,000 people have a special
focus on child abuse

The issue of child abuse galvanizes these
groups, because it clearly symbolizes and justifies
their mission and is consistent with their
self'perceivedrole in society: to protect children by
exercising professional expertise" As professionals,
they have had the time, the energy, and the skills to
build and solidify this movement

Theseprofessions are one ofthe faster-growing
sectOls of the economy.. One of the real assets of
child abuse advocacy is the huge number ofprofes
sionals in related fields like medicine, law, and
education who have been lIained and educated in
child abuse concepts over the years and who have
developed a certain confidence in them as aresult of
cumulative personal experience. Overall, thesepro.
fessionals have a strong allegiance to core concepts
in this field, an allegiance that will resist erosion. I
do not see signs that these key constituents have lost
their fundamental lIust in the child abuse concepts
about which they have been so painstakingly edu
cated over the past gener ation

Furthermore. the coalition of professionals
knowledgable about and dedicated to this issue
continues to grow and expand, In the last year, the
American Medical Association undertook a major
initiative to educate physicians, the public, and
policymakers about the prevalence and effects of
family violence. The AMA initiative follows upon
systematic WOlk on this topic at the Centers fm
Disease ConlI·oL APSAC's membership continues
to increase. There is a dramatic growth in the coali
tions supporting the Healthy Families Americachild
abuse prevention initiative: virtually all states have
begun some planning, and there are now 120 pilot
sites for home health visitors in 23 states

Women's movement

The other important andpowerful sociallIans
fOlmation behind the child abuse movement has
been the change in the role of women in society.
Histmically, progress in child welfare has been
linked politically to the success of feminism; the
fact that women are disproportionate victims of

"The Backlash"
continued from page 1

An obvious illuslIation of the limited impor
tance of such bad press is provided by lawyers and
lobbyists. Members of these professions get an
unbelievable quantity of very bad publicity. As you
are well aware, our culture has a a rich genre of
lawyer jokes, and lobbyists are the favorite brunt of
editorial cartoonists, To my knowledge, there are
not as yet any CPS-worker jokes. But is the legal
profession on the ropes? Are lobbyists about to go
down the tubes? No: they continue to wield an
inordinate amount of power in society. This POWeI

results flUID the social structures that support these
professions

Supportive social structures

Obviously, we do not hold the clout that law
yers do, but we have more structural leverage than
we sometimes think. What is the power olthe child
abuse related professions, what are the social sune·,
tures that bolster us?

Public awareness

As I see it, the current concern about child
abuse is the result of an extraordinarily successful
social movement, carried forward by some power
ful-and permanent-sociallIansformations ofthe
last 50 years.. When I say that the social movement
has been eXlIaordinarily successful, I mean when it
is judged objectively, compared to other social
problem mobilizations, not necessarily from the
point ofview of the advocates themselves. Because
we don't get even a fraction of what we really want,
we think of ourselves as puny. Yet compared to
those who have tried to transfmID society around
many other issues. from educational reform to elec
toral reform. we have been very successful. OUI
movement has reached a huge audience and galva
nized a great deal ofprofessional, public policy, and
governmental activity,

Child abusehas captmed an enormous wave of
public attention All the media have focused on it
extensively. Smveys have consistently shown that
people are knowledgeable and concerned about
child abuse, and suppOltive ofefforts to prevent and
respond to it. Social institutions like the courts and
the schools have been visibly transfOlmed More
over, the child abuse problem is occupying center
stage fm longer than many social issues do-thirty
years now in the case of physical abuse. Dozens of
other socialproblems-from lead poisoning to fam
ily abduction-have not been nearly so successfully
mobilized.

Professional development

This success is explained by some very impor
tant underlying social lIansformations. One of these
is the emergence in the last generation ofa new set
of occupational categories whose function it is to
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Denial or fascination?

It is fashionable to say in this field that society
would like to deny the existence of sexual abuse,
that it would be more comfortable to sweep it under
the rug and discover that it was all a hoax and we
could all go back to the images and belief system of
Life with Father Frankly, I don't think society does
want to deny the existence of sexual abuse, and I
think we should stop saying it Attitudes about
sexual abuse are to some extent ambivalent There
is some disbelief, particularly when the problem
strikes close to home, just as there is with other
personal problems like infidelity or alcoholism, But
large numbers of people ar'e actually very fascinated
by sexual abuse as a general social problem, It is a
compelling issue in the culture, filling novels, TV
programs, and the newspapers People not only
believe it occurs, many people, if we believe the
surveys, exaggerate its occunence, We have gained
enormous attention for child sexual abuse, and I
think it sounds completely paranoid and out of
touch with reality when experts in this field say that
as a culture we ar'e eager to deny that it really exists

Public support for' child pl"Otection

Public support for protecting children fiom
abuse is still very strong, In a recent NCPCA na
tional survey, 82% agreed withthe statement, "Some
families ar'e simply too dangerous to be trusted with
the care of their young children" Eighty-eight per
cent agreed that, "A child should always be re
moved from the home in cases of child sexual abuse
in which the person accused remains in the home"
Support for aggressive child protection actions has
not declined, Over two-thirds of those surveyed
agreed in 1995, just as they had in 1988, that
children ar'e harmed or die for lack of sufficiently
aggressive investigations, This reflects support for
CPS interventions that takes into account the fact
that innocent people are sometimes accused

Public exposure to and knowledge about the
problem of child abuse has been good and is getting
better Parents are highly approving of the abuse
prevention instruction children get in schools _Pub
lic opinion smveys also show that cmporal punish
ment is on the decline--people are taking our mes
sages to heart Studies about the prevalence of child
abuse in the general public suggest that there is a
huge cadre of individuals who have personally
experienced child abuse in some form Many of
these individuals have felt liberated and validated
by the media attention child abuse has received In
surveys, they are among those most concerned
about and supportive ofour efforts to alleviate these
problems, and it seems likely that they will continue
such support, if notpublicly then at least within their
informal social networks

In summary, the social bases and support for
the child abuse movement itself appear strong at the

sexual abuse cemented this linkage in the modern
period,

continued from page 2

"The Backlash"
The women's movement has faced"consider

able backlash itself in recent years, although it
remains fairly potent But from the sociological
point of view, the economic and political engines

behind the women's movement-the io
""''''''"",===''"' creasing participation of women in the

labor force political process-have not
abated, True, in the late 1980s the femi
nist agenda turned rrum child abuse to
other more central women's issues like
abortion rights, in response to increased
threats to that agenda, But what is most
crucial is the inexorable trend of women
gaining access to positions of authmity,
both in the professions and in govern
ment Ihis access has not slowed: con
sider Janet Reno, Donna Shalala, Hillary
Clinton, As they rise in authority, women

will carry with them, as they have in the past, a
strong tilt toward issues of child welfare This is a
major and long-term advantage for child advocacy

Symbolic strength

In addition to having a strong interest coali
tion, child abuse has been a successful social issue
because of the terrific symbolic strength it carries
We live in an era in which, because of our relative
prosperity, our ability to contrul fertility, and our
medical advances over childhood mortality, we ar'e
psychologically invested in our children and their
welfare in a way that is qualitatively new The child
abuse movement has been able to tap into the very

;'o":?,\,,'i/;'!!,';;'-r.'),,,";,",.",':""::,>:\'" ."<,,.:.," .•...,.>:':' _'_7.:.:',7,:7:,'7.---~"l evocative and sentimental imagery of

'~~~~'iis1Je~~~~~~flJ/~ss ~:~~~~~~t~~:~~in~~~~~,:~r~~gs:~
,ss~~~6~~}Q~c~~~~I~eC the public service announcements lor

:tft~~'t~~~'f1.{~cPiJi'irJ~f groups such as the National Committee
'f!f~~li#l.~lil~;;~#gfl.tttlJec to Prevent Child Abuse can doubt the

w;lJ~!t;rf:J;CJ,~~I1~t, power of this imagery
\iq(i:ifssfilll{t " , But sexual abuse has been even

=-""'-""'-""'~'''''-'''''~ J more symbolically powerful than child
abuse in generaL The issue of sexual

abuse has managed to unite symbolically three 01
the central preoccupations of the period and the
generation _lhe first is sexuality: the new passion,
after generations of silence and repression, to dis
cuss and understand sexuality The second, related,
preoccupation is the relationship between the gen
ders and the changing character of family, And the
third preoccupation is that of clime and justice
Currentpopular cinema provides ample evidence of
the historical centrality of these three themes: its
subject matter is primarily about sex, crime, or
changing gender and family relations Sexual abuse
is the perfect conjunction of these themes It has
fascinated people, because through learning about it
and understanding it, they have gotten another ve
hicle to explore some ofthese preoccupying themes,

continued on next page
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Limits of backlashes

Overall, in spite of the contr'ovelsy they pro
voke, backlashes tend not to be enduring or success
ful. for a number of reasons, For one thing, since
they are late in getting organized, the initial move
ment usually has a big advantage over them The
social movement around physical child abuse dates
from the eady I960s and is 30 years old; the move
ment around sexual abuse is close to 15 years old
The backlash-which only acquired an organiza
tional frameworkin the late 1980s-isthus mobiliz
ing late in the game by comparative standards

Second, backlashes are usually focussed on
means rather than ends. They don't say that fighting
child abuse or racial segregation is bad, they justsay
that you're going about it the wrong way. This is
true about the current backlash: proponents don't
objecttoending childabuse, only to ovelzealousness
on the part of child abuse authorities, or therapists'
techniques for recovering memwies. Compare this
to the tobacco industry, which actually denies that
smoking is bad and promotes it Since backlashes
are reactionary and focused on means rather than
goals, they haveahard time inspiringpeople broadly,
People get inspir'ed through idealism and visions of
progress; arguments about means are not inspiring,
Since the focus of a backlash is so narrow, its
proponents have a hard time building coalitions

Backlashes can in some cases achieve a lot of
power and be a major obstacle for a social move
ment, but only under certain conditions. One such
condition is when an initial social movement goes
way beyond a prevailing social consensus" Ihis can
happen when the movement seeks and achieves
changes through influencing an elite without build
ing a base of support in the public at large. This was
partly the condition that produced succesful coun
termovements against both school busing and abore

tion rights The advocates for abortion rights and
school integration initially achieveddramatic social
changes, but mainly from the top.. They succeeded
through the courts (in Brown v. Board ofEducation
andRoe v.. Wade), rather thanthroughthe grass,roots,
coalition-building, political process The changes
came quickly, but without firm public support,
leaving both movements vulnerable to a backlash

However, this does not seem to apply (at least
yet) to the case of child abuse. The child abuse
movement has been very good at educating the
public, and building suppmt for its viewpoint. From
the available evidence, there seems to be wide
spread public, professional, and political support
for cUlrent levels of child abuse prevention, inter
vention and even prosecution activities Opinion
polls suggest that the public wants mOle aggressive
child abuse activity, not less Ifwe were to suddenly
succeedin outlawing physical punishment, wewould
be vulnerable to a strung backlash; but we ar'e not in
such a situation right now,

In contrast, a countermovement 01'

backlash is an opposition that develops
in response or in reaction to the success
of another social movement. It doesn't
already exist, it develops later Phyllis
Schlafly and the Eagle Forum represent
backlashes, organized in response to the
women's movement and the lobbying fm
the Equal Rights Amendment What we
are calling the child abuse backlash is
also such a countermovement

Counter-movements are different
in important ways from organized oppo
sition groups. If you have to face one or
the other, you definitely want to pick a
backlash, One crucial difference is that

;, organized opposition groups are gener
Y"', ally much stronger than backlashes. They

==='.j."<::,,/>,,,<..,,'" have histOIical and economic roots-the
tobacco industry is a clear example They

often have massive resow'ces, political powerbases,
and a great deal ofexperience in public relations and
political activism

continued from page 18

present and fbrthe near-term future" This is one base
for the optimism I feel

Pr'Ospects for' the "backlash"

A second source of optimism is what sociol
ogytells us about backlashes Backlashes
are a lot less scary when you realize that
they are normal, predictable, and on the
whole not that successful Sociological
analysis teaches us that, to paraphrase a

\',/: common bumper sticker: Opposition hap
pens EvelY social problem mobiliza-

Y~h'iJit"!9?:~IJ;r",,' ~~~'ti:':~~::'~~c~~~~~~~~~~a~;;~~:
~(JhniJitl(jiis;' One such ~::d~:n%~~:::~~~~~~~~~:t::c%~;:
C,~ndititJiiis' tiyhel1'an, things we take for granted-like social
ihitiiif'suciitl'moVement security, environmental regulations, gov-

g~e.~~aibeyonda ::::;~~:Cti~~f~;e:::~~ti~: f~~~:~::~
,pFey~ilingsoCial , ', times, massive political opposition This

cotlSens,Us. opposition has been far from fatal to
------' these institutions

Who actua,llyis the
ehildabusebacklash?
tJj~ main group IS'
ag&TJ~v~et,paif;iJ.fs and
otheTaggrieved
cciretiike,{Ii'afchiiclTen
who have bee accused
oiaryin,vti~tig. T '
" ,L',· .,,,,,, , ,.. y. • '

oC,1I ~ve,

CounteI'movements vs" backlashes

Opposition to social change comes in two
forms: organized opposing interests. on the one
hand, and what have been termed "countermove
ments," on the other. The cigarette companies and
the tobacco lobby are an example of an mganized
opposing interests in relation to the anti-smoking
movement, for example, From the beginning of the
attempt to reduce tobacco-related morbidity, they
were there, fighting, They represent an organized,
powerful interest opposed to that social movement
Similarly, the paper industry is an opposing interest
to the environmental movement for clean water

"The Backlash"
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•
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"T'he Backlash"
continued from page 19

A final problem with backlashes is thattheu
social bases tend to be narrow and mostly volunteer
in natme They aren't maintained by powerful eco
nomic or social institutions like tobacco companies
or organized religion. This ad hoc quality makes
sustaining a mobilization difficult Who actually is
the child abuse backlash? The main group is ag
grieved parents and other aggrieved caretakers of

children who have been accused of or
investigated for child abuse and believe,
sometimes with good reason, that they
have been unfaiIIy treated or stigmatized
in the process. They are motivated by
anger, Ihis is a volunteer social base

They have an iInportant group of
professional allies, one ofwhom is attor

neys As child abuse reports have grown, so have
prosecutions, and as allegations have touched even
the middle class, more and more attorneys have in
recent years found themselves representing people
who were confronting child abuse allegations As a
result, a more specialized and defined field of legal
practice has evolved

But backlash attorneys are not a strong social
base by themselves Hu'ed attorneys influence Iiti·
gation, but they do not make social movements on
theu own Moreover, defending against child abuse
charges is not a legal subspecialty that will ever
offer huge financial or status rewards, The number
of lawyers involved, theu influence, and their power
are likely to remain small

The backlash also has some academic allies, I
but they tend to be just what you find everywhere in
academia-iconoclasts, free thinkers, people who
wantlo ask hard, unpopular questions, They do not
really build movements in the absence of other

strong social bases In any case, most of
these iconoclasts would feel grave dis
comfort in any serious ideological alli··
ance with the popular backlash advo
cates

Role of media

Finally, what about the media?
Some of the biggest successes of the
backlash to date have been in the form of
extensive, ongoing and appar'ently sym
pathetic media coverage, Dozens of ar
ticles, editorials, and television programs
critical ofthe child abuse movementarose
out of the McMartin preschool school
case, and other day care cases as well

The foiled prosecutions in Jordan, Minnesota,
spawned some similar stories and editorials. Some
newspapers, such as the San Diego Union, have
mobilized relentlessly unfiworable coverage of lo
cal child abuse authorities This is the thing that
maybe seems scariest of all.. For so long we had a
romance with the media, There was an endless
stream of articles about child abuse and sexual

abuse It made child abuse professionals feel as
though theu cause was created and sustained by the
media, and now it feels like it is being taken away
We fear that the media will now do for the opposi
tion what they did for us.

First of all, in spite of perceptions, the media •
rarely create social movements or countermove
ments on their own, It takes independent organiza-
tions and independent ideologies to build move
ments. The media start by covering and responding
to these organizations and activities; since the pub-
lic fII'l?t notices movements through the media, we
often think of them as media-inspired. But move
ments need some strong organization outside the
media

A movement without a strong base can only be
sustained by media attention for a short time, Sooner
or later the media tire of a subject, are unable to find
a new angle, and turn their attention elsewhere And
if there is only a weak social base, the movement
dries up By conliast, an institution with a strong
social base weathers even the most devastating
media attack Exxon took it on the chin flam the
Valdez oil spill, but they have sustaining power and
they ar'e doing fine

The child abuse issue has this kind of sustain-
ing social base. The backlash does not. Child abuse
has gollen continuing media attention for over 30
years because it has had an ongoing institutional
presence, generating new developments and new •
angles, new programs, new resear·ch The backlash
has very little besides the media attention right now
But that attention will pass, and when it does, there
will still be large, state-funded child protection
agencies, and child abuse lI'eatment programs, and
hundreds of thousands ofmental health profession-
als working in this field, hundr'eds of resear'chers,
and severallar'geprofessional organizations all con
tinuing to lobby for and educate people about child
abuse. And the backlash will just be a few volunteer
organizations, some lawyers, and some academic
allies

Role of feder'al government

What about the danger flam the politicians?
The child abuse movement is taking some big hits
these days in Washington, with signs that the Re
publicans are about to sweep away CAPTA,
NCCAN, and other key programs. Of cowse, this
could be a major blow, but it is important to keep in
mind whatis nothappening, as well as what is. First,
the conservatives have not been primarily attacking
chiId abuse advocacy and child abuse funding in an
ideological way. They have given the backlash a bit
of a platform, but it has not been their major theme
Mostly, they have just been saying we want to •
shrink the federal government -

But the silver lining for us is that we are well
positioned to adjust to such cuts. Federal funding

continued on next page
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"The Backlash"
continued from page 20

has not been essential to child abuse activities (with
the exception of research), as it has been in other
social policy domains, like clean water or occupa
tional safety. Most funding in the child abuse area in
fact comes from the states. Moreover, we are strong
at the state level. Many states have several active
child abuse lobbies (not just APSAC but state
NCPCA chapters and Kids Count coalitions), well
versed in making their case in state government
Most states are committed to child abuse investiga
tion The NCPCA's recent 50 state srnvey says that
in spite of the general preoccupation with budget
cutting, almost every state has had an increase in
child abuse funding at some point in the last two
years. So if we lose strong federal leadership and
funding it will be a serious problem, and I think we
should fight as hard as we can to preserve it, bull do
not think it will fundamentally undermine the struc
tural elements that support child abuse advocacy.

Effects of backlash
10 summarize, as a social movement the child

abuse coalition has a lot of strength, depth, and
historical inevitability. In contrast, in spite of its

CUII'ent presence in the news, the back·
lash is a rather marginal phenomenon in
comparison

Ihis is not to say that the backlash
has not had its impact. Many individuals
in the child abuse field have suffered
greatly as a result of the backlash. In
some areas, social change has been badly
sidetracked. I am not saying that we
shouldn'tbe concerned. But ilis counter
productive to be panicked.. In trying to

understand the state of alarm I see, I have recog
nized the impact of an unusual feature of our field:
we have never really had a serious opposition Of
course, we have had to deal with the "inertial"
resistance like bureaucratic foot-dragging and pro
fessional turf guarding. But this was trivial com
pared to the concerted opposition forces that most
social problem movements face Consider the op··
position forces that confront advocates for other
social problems: for example, the movement for
family planning, contraception and birth control
confronting the massive opposition of the Catholic
Chmch; or the movement to combat global warm
ing facing the huge international industrial complex
led by producers of fossil fuels That is real opposi
tion By contrast, the child abuse movement has
been unusually fortunate We have had a free lide
Not realizing this, many of us can be somewhat
skittish, alarmist, and unseasoned when it comes to
facing opposition, Movements swvive and even
thrive in the face ofopposition, butbecause we have
seen so little of it, it is easy for us to think that this
is the end

But it may also be true that we child advocates
have a low tolerance for conflict Many ofus who go
into child welfar·e work do so to be healers, not

warriors. We also identify with victims Many people
. witll such an orientation tend to be alarmed by

conflict or the possibility ofbecoming victims them
selves, lhismay result in an exaggerated perception
of the power of the backlash compar·ed to our own

Opposition can be a tonic for a social move
ment It can keep it from becoming complacent and
au'Ogant.

Constructive f'esponses

So what needs to be done? Well, we need more
warriors, Ignoring the backlash is not the answer
Even though I think history and social forces ar·e on
orn side, we need to mobilize effectively to deal
with it Clearly, we need to respond as quickly and
articulately as we can to claims that ar·e misleading,
publicity that is prejudicial, and initiatives that
really compromise the interests of abused children.

In frarning these rebuttals it is important to
recognize who orn audience should be. It is not
agents of the backlash who need convincing The
appropriate audience is the people who might po
tentially be enfolded into a countermovement coa
lition-for example, the politicians, the media, the
academics and particularly the beleaguered and
dispirited parents .. That sometimes calls for a differ··
ent kind of rebuttal.

In this rebuttal, orn resear·ch is very important.
Resear·ch is a valuable crnrency in the market of
social problem advocacy. It is also a crnrency that is
very difficult for a countermovement to match. We
ar·e light years ahead when it comes to access to
credible resear·ch evidence. Already we have had
some success checkmating some of the more dam
aging claims of the backlash with resear·ch, and
APSAC's role in encornaging and disseminating
that research has been crucial

But ultimately, what may most determine the
fate of the backlash is not simply rebuttal, but how
the child welfare movement responds to what is
valid and plausible in the backlash critique. If child
advocates improve the quality of investigations,
provide more rights for parents reported for abuse,
establish guidelines for dealing with the recovery of
memories and make other changes, it may deprive
thebacklash ofmuch ofits agenda. Suchself'scrutiny
and reform should be relatively easy for a move-·
ment in as secure a position as the child abuse
movementis today. Again, APSAChas beeninstru
mental in encouraging and providing professional
training solidly grounded in rigorous resear·ch and
current knowledge

finally, we need to not just respond to the
backlash, but to layout new initiatives owselves
Ihese initiatives need to be conceptualized and
framed in ways that draw public attention, that ar·e
responsive to the values and concerns of the public
and professional community, and that build bridges
to new allies and social bases

continued on next page
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Two themes in particular may be very useful
strategically: the theme of supporting families and
the theme offighting crime. We have initiatives that
encompass both of these themes. The work being
done around home health visiting clearly catches
the family support theme The work being done in
prevention education catches the crime fighting
idea.

I don't have time to go into these proposals in
any detail here. But my bottom line message is,
"Don't get discouraged." Those of you who work
with depressedpeople know how a negativemindset
can selectively ignore everything that is good and

presented a flagrantly distorted view oftheMcMartin
trial, gotthe attention ofentertainment editors across
the country (see V.8, 0.2 of the Advisor) In this
issue of The APSACAdvisor is reprinted a letter to
the editors of the Wall Street Journal strongly
condemning their irresponsible editorial stance on
the "Fells Acre" day care case in Massachusetts (see
p 25).

With these and other steps, APSAC's leaders
hope simultaneously to challenge distortions widely
repeated in the media, establish APSAC as the
source of reliable information about issues in child
abuse and neglect, and, ultimately, serve APSAC's

primmy aim: to ensure that everyone
affected by child maltreatment receives
the best possible professional response

APSAC's leaders have sometimes
madedecisions, however, thatmightfrus
trate members who want us to be more
active in the battle against the backlash.
The purpose of this editorial is to articu
late the thinking that has informed
APSAC's activities in this regard and to
invite members' participation as that
thinking evolves.

Many factors shape APSAC's ac
tions in responding to the backlash
Among the most pressing of these is the

availability of resources APSAC's success some
times obscures the fact that APSAC is a young
organization with a small staff and a limited budget
Like it or not, APSAC's ambitions still far exceed its
capacity. In deciding where to invest APSAC's
limited resources, we have opted most frequently to
strengthen professional education and training by
encouraging research and disseminating its results
in usable form: we have produced The APSAC
Advisor; developed APSAC's new journal, Child
Maltreatment (see p. 32 for a list of contents in the
first issue); generated The APSACStudy Guides and
The APSAC Handbook on Child Maltreatment (due
out from Sage Publications early next year); pro
duced guidelines for practice (four new sets have
been published just this year); developed the na
tional Colloquium, day-long advanced training in
stitutes, and other forums for professional educa-

positive and paralyze a person in his or her depres
sian. This paralysis can happen to social change
activists too. We need to be able to take defeats and
setbacks and unfair attacks, and still see the bigger
picture Find whatever is useful to remind your-
selves ofhow much we have accomplished, how big •...
we are, how many resources we have at our dis-
posal, how many talented and caring people we
include, how good and honest we have been so
much ofthe time There is a battle here, but what we
stand for and what we aspire to are going to prevail

David Finke/hor, PhD, is Co-Director of the Family Research
Laboratoryat the University-ofNew Hampshire, anda member
ofAPSACs Advisory Board

tion; and actively supported members in their efforts
to develop APSAC state chapters to deliver training
and otherservices to professionals locally. Recently,
as members know, we have devoted much time and
energy to influencing federal legislation affecting
abused and neglected children and their families
educating members ofCongress, establishing a new
standing committee ofthe Board to direct legislative
initiatives, and establishing a Legislative Network
of members to organize grass-roots activism (see p
23 for a reminder on how to sign up)

Providing ongoing professional education and
training is an important end in itself, one that can
justly claim the bulk of APSAC's resources Im
proving professional practice has the secondary
benefit, however, ofdepriving the back:1ash ofsome
of its ammunition, Another factor informing •
APSAC's response to the backlash is that profes
sional practice has not always been exemplary, As
many commentators have pointed out (including
David Finkelhor and Jon Conte in this issue of 1he
APSAC Advisor, John E.B Myers in his recent
book, The backlash. Child protection under fire
[Sage, 1994], Ken Lanning in his chapter in the
forthcoming APSACHandbook on Child Maltreat-
ment [Sage, 1996], and others), a good deal 01 the
back:1ash is a self-inflicted wound. In some cases
practice is faulty because, inexcusably, profession-
als are poorly informed about the knowledge avail-
able at the time. In other cases, new research has
caused us to question professional practice that was
solidly based on then-current knowledge. What-
ever their cause, mistakes in professional practice in
this field can have devastating results

Professional practice inspired by such beliefs
as that children's accounts of sexual abuse are
invariably accumte; that not remembering any abuse
is evidenceoftraumatic repression ofabusive expe
rience; that certain fairly common behaviors (e.g "
bedwetting and nightmar·es in children, eating dis
orders and sexual dysfunction in adults) ar·e solid
evidence of abuse, has helped fuel the back:1ash we •
ar·e facing today. The possibility that professionals .•
in this field, acting with the best of intentions on
faulty assumptions or information proven inaccu-
rate by subsequent resear·ch, might have hurt inno-
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cent individnals and families is very painful for us
to contemplate. The appropriate response to legiti
mate criticism is not angry rebuttal; it is, clearly, to
eliminate the source of its legitimacy. That means
fixing the practice

A third factor shaping the decisionmaking of
APSAC's leaders is a consideration of our long
range goals. OneofAPSAC's most important assets
is credibility.. If APSAC is to retain the authority it
is building with the media and general public, it
must be seen as a consistent source of balanced and
reliable infmmation, As a professional society, we
are paIticulaIly vulnerable to the chaIge of self
interest when we defend professional practice or
argue for more resources to SUppOit it. We are
subject to such charges no matter how fair we are:
although our response to Crews in the New York
Review ofBooks was balanced, solidly aI·gued, and
data-based, Crews attempted to dismiss it as self
interestby refeIling to it glibly as "an adroit brieffor
herguild's rank and file." We justify such dismissal,
and sacrifice both integtity and credibility, if we
respond to attack with heat rather than light, and
with aIguments that are not scrupulously faithful to
all of the evidence

As APSAC' s organizational capability gtows,
we intend to be increasingly active in efforts to
improve the accuracy and depth of media coverage
of the critical issues affecting the protection of
children We feel that we can meet APSAC's sev
eral objectives by adhering to a few key principles:

On September 19, when it passed Senator
Dole's welfare reform bill, the US. Senate also
voted to reauthorize the Child Abuse Prevention
and Treattnent Act (CAPrA).. Voted unanimously
out of the Senate Labor and Human Resources
Committee as S .919 last summer, CAPTA was
included as an amendment in the Dole-backed bill

The next step is for a House--Senate "confer
ence committee" to reconcile the House and Senate
versions of the bilL Keeping the protections for
abused children gUaIanteed by CAPTA will be very
difficult at this stage, since the House of Represen-I'
tatives eliminated CAPr'A altogether with the pas
sage ofH R. 4 (the "Personal Responsibility Act").
People who care about preserving CAPTA and

• Do everything we can to ensure that profes
sional practice is excellent by fostering research and
disseminating its results in usable form

• Always base our stance on the data, no
matter how painful

• Stand finn in the face ofhysteria, whether it
comes from "friends" or "foes"

The common message in many backlash at
tacks seems to be that the bigger problem Ameri
cans face is not the abuse of children, but the people
who draw attention to it As wehave acknowledged,
sometimes the people who draw attention to child
abuse have been PaIt ofthe problem. But it is absurd
and irresponsible to focus so much attention on
compaI·atively small missteps that the vast problem
of child maltreatment in America is obscured The
backlash is a distraction from the indisputable fact
that the abuse and neglect ofAmerican children aIe
widespread, horrifying, and incalculably costly to
individuals and the society.. APSAC will to continue
to work on many fronts to combat the deslIuctive
and misleading elements of the backlash, and to
refocus public attention on the real agenda: thehuge
and often dispiriting task ofpreventing the mallIeat
ment of childr·en and ameliorating the effects of
maltreattnent when prevention fails We solicit
member input into the principles guiding these
efforts Wehope you will contactus with yourideas

Theresa Reid is the Executive Director ofAP5AC

other critical child protection progtams need to tell
members ofthe House Ways and Means Committee
and members of the House Economic and Educa
tional Opportunities Committee how stt'ongly they
feel about the importance of federal leadership in
protecting childr·en

FUItherinfoImation on these matters is offered
in "Washington Update," by Tom Birch, Legisla
tive Counsel for the National Child Abuse Coalition
(see p. 24) For model letters and names of key
committee members, call or fax APSAC. To receive
regulaI updates on federal legislative initiatives
affecting mallIeated children and their families,
join APSAC's Legislative Network APSAC 
Phone: 312-554-·0166, Fax: 312-554-0919
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POSITION
OPENING

Child
Protection

Program

The University of Washington (UW) DepaIttnent of Pediatrics, in cOlljunction with the HaIborview
Sexual Assault Center (SAC) and Children's Hospital Medical Center (CHMC) is recruting a pediatrician
for its Child Protection Progt·am. Responsibilities will be: Administrative leadership as Medical Director
ofSAC andprogtam developmentin the UW-{;HMC Child Protection Progt·am; direct clinical evaluations
ofchildr·en for physical and sexual abuse; teaching and clinical reseaI·ch; and consultation and collabor ation
with community child protection services The individual must be eligible for faculty appointment as
Assistant 01' Associate Professor in the Department of Pediatrics

To apply, please send letter and cUIliculum vita by JanuaIy 31, 1996 to: Frederick P. RivaIa, MD,
MPH, Head, Division ofGeneral Pediatrics, Box 359960, 325 Ninth Ave, Seattle, WA 98104-2499 Phone
(206) 521-1530. Fax (206) 521-1562. The University ofWashington and HaIborview Medical Center are
Affirmative ActionlEqual Opportunity Employers


